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Do You Think Your Alfa Romeo is a Lemon?

Does your new Alfa Romeo qualify as a lemon?
Generally, a lemon vehicle is one that tends to
suffer constant breakdowns owing to a defect in
the manufacturing process. You might have been
captivated by the lineup of incredible generations
of Alfa Romeo, and after extensive research, you
believed it was the best and decided to go for it.
The promise of a thrilling performance upon
buying the Alfa Romeo now remains unfulfilled.
Instead, your care is in the auto shop for the same
problem over and over costing you time and
money. If you are spending too much time with
your car in the auto shop, it’s likely that you barely
get a chance to drive it. If that’s the case, it’s
possible you may have a lemon.

(H4) If you live in California and think your Alfa Romeo may be a lemon, please call 1-800-558-
1087 for a free Lemon Law case evaluation.

If you resided in California when you purchased your vehicle or you are in the military and
bought the care here, you may be protected by the California lemon law. To qualify, the defects
will need to manifest within a specific period after the purchase of your Alfa Romeo care. Give
our California lemon attorneys at Johnson Attorneys Group  a call to file a lemon law claim.
Our legal expertise in consumer rights can be of great assistance in navigating the process of
protecting your rights under the California laws  regarding Alfa Romeo lemons. These laws
allow you to take action against the manufacturer and receive reimbursement or compensation
for your lemon under the guidance of our California lemon law lawyers advocates.

 Alfa Romeo Models

If you purchase or lease an Alfa Romeo vehicle in California, you can rest assured that as a
consumer your rights are protected under the California lemon law. If your Alfa Romeo is
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experiencing numerous mechanical faults that affect its safety, value, utility, and performance,
it is a lemon. The California Lemon Laws point out that you are entitled to compensation if
your Alfa Romeo is a lemon. This includes the following Alfa Romeo models:

Alfa Romeo 4C
Alfa Romeo Giulia
Alfa Romeo Stelvio
Alfa Romeo MiTo
Alfa Romeo Giulietta
Alfa Romeo 159
Alfa Romeo GT
Alfa Romeo Brera
Alfa Romeo Spider
Alfa Romeo 8C Spider

Most Common Problems With Alfa Romeo Lemon

An overwhelming majority of consumers in California have already raised complaints about
their Alfa Romeo cars, even though most of them are considered generally reliable. Some
frequent cases include, but are not limited to:

Development of intake manifold gasket and exterior engine oil and coolant leak
Erratic shifting resulting from the failure of the transmission pressure control solenoid
Pulsations felt in the brake pedal caused by wear of front brake rotor
Worn – out gas cap caused by the lighting of the check engine light
Intermittent engine stalling due to the failure of the crankshaft position sensor
Lack of start condition resulting from faulty passlock sensor
The continuous clicking of hazard signal flasher due to the failure of turn signal switch  

California Lemon Law

It is high time you stopped being frustrated by your troublesome Alfa Romeo. The California
Lemon Law, alternatively known as the Song – Beverly Act, protects all consumers who
purchased or leased a lemon car. The California law presents the manufacturer of the vehicle
with an opportunity to buy back the defective vehicle or compensate the affected consumer
with cash.

Upon failure of compliance with the stated standards and promises in their warranty, the
manufacturers are held accountable for their vehicles as a result protecting the consumer
courtesy of the Magnuson – Moss Warranty Act. A car will be subject to protection if it
qualifies to be a lemon after meeting any of the following criteria;
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In the course of the warranty period, the vehicle had a minimum of four repairs of a
similar issue.
A minimum of two repairs for a case that could threaten safety starting during
manufacturers` warranty period. Sometimes only one major safety issue may be
sufficient to qualify.
The vehicle has spent a cumulative 30 days in the repair shop during the warranty
period. 

Contact Our California Lemon Attorneys for a Free Case Review
Today

You can manage your own Lemon Law claim although with an expenditure of your money and
time. Contacting our experienced lemon law attorneys  will end the delay tactics by the
manufacturer and quickly resolve your claim. It does not matter whether the Alfa Romeo is
leased or purchased, if your Alfa Romeo is experiencing perpetual safety associated defects,
contact our California lemon attorneys at Johnson Attorneys Group  today at 800-558-1087 for
legal assistance. Our experienced Alfa Romeo lemon attorney is equipped to guide you
through your case anywhere in California.
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